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Sports 

He gave up a run on a walk and a base hit in zero innings pitched in his only appearance in the 1954 
World Series with the Indians. Over the three best seasons of his career he had Earned Run Averages of 
2.22, 1.81, and 1.94. Over this span he finished second in MVP balloting once, and won the award the 
other two years. FTP name this pitcher whose best seasons were spent starring with the Detroit Tigers of 
the 1940's. 
Harold "Hal" Newhouser 

He attended Houston Baptist University and studied law and business management while on a golf 
scholarship. He became a pro golfer in 1987 and took home his first title in 1989, the Portuguese Open. 
He has represented Europe in three Ryder Cups, but he has never won a major tournament. FTP name 
this Scottish Golfer. 
Colin Montgomerie 

After graduating college in 1966 he became his school's golf coach and a graduate assistant in basketball. 
In 1976, he became the head coach and went 26·4 the fifth best debut for a coach. His teams have been 
consistently successful using his trademark two-three zone defense. FTP name this coach of players such 
as Lawrence Moten and John Wallace at Syracuse University, 
Jim Boeheim 

His official website claims that he once hit three home runs into three different states in the same baseball 
game. In addition to this baseball prowess he was the first President ofthe National Football League. 
Upon being told he was the greatest athlete in the world he responded "Thanks King". That King was 
Gustav V of Sweden. FTP name this man the who won the Pentathlon and Decathlon in the 1912 
Olympic Games and is buried in the city of Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania. 
Jim Thorpe 

He was chosen in the 1990 draft behind Owen Nolan, Mike Ricci, Keith Primeau, and Petr Nedved. At 
age 18 he became the youngest NHL player to score a hat trick. He has also set the record for most points 
in a season by a right·winger with 149. FTPwho is this Czech hockey star who won two Stanley Cups 
with the Pittsburgh Penguins and was recently traded to the Washington Capitals. 

Jaromir h!g[ 
Geek 
Tossup: It is named for the little box which holds the engine used to power it. The engine which powers it 
was invented by a student left to clean up after a party who calculated the improbability of building such 
an engine in the first place, fed the numbers into a finite improbability generator, and fed it a cup of hot 
tea. Immediately after he was awarded the Galactic Insitute's prize for Extreme Cleverness, he was 
lynched by a mob of respectable physicists, but his invention went on to be used in this ship. FTP, identify 
the starship powered by the Infinite Improbability Drive, stolen by Zaphod Beeblebrox. 

Answer: Heart of Gold 

Tossup: He first appears in Homeland as the son of the weapons master ofa powerful house. As he grows, 
he begins to feel the gap between himself and others of his race, but finds solace only in his father, who is 
eventually sacrificed to the evil Spider Queen. Realizing that he cannot live in his home city 
Menzoberranzan, he flees into the Underdark, and eventually goes to the surface, where he is at first 
shunned but is eventually accepted by people and becomes good friends with Bruenor, Wulfgar, and 
Cattie·brie. FTP, who is this popular dark elf character, the creation of fantasy author R.A. Salvatore? 

Answer: Drizzt Do'Urden 



His academic pursuits paid off with a full scholarship to the State University of New York. While there, 
one of his inventions exploded and scarred his face for life. In his quest to repair the damage he met a 
group of Tibetan Monks who crafted him a suit of armor to hide his deformities.FTP who is this King of 
Latveria and arch-nemesis of the Fantastic Four? 

Doctor Doom 
TV 
Tossup: Mike is a shoe salesman with only one arm who used to live under a convenience store with Bob. 
Leo is a truck driver who beats his new wife Shelley. Josie Packard is the widow of businessman Andrew 
Packard and now has controlling interest in his old mill. Harry Truman is the sheriff ofthe titular location 
who is in love with Josie. Ben Home is a local real estate agent who owns One-Eyed Jack's, a brothel 
north of the Canadian border. And finally, Dale Cooper is an FBI agent sent to investigate the question 
which starts off the first episode: who killed Laura Palmer? FTP, what is this David Lynch television 
series which ran for 29 episodes in 1991-92? 

Answer: Twin Peaks 

On Histeria! he played the voice of Ernest Hemingway. He played Dog Zero on "The Secert Files of the 
Spy Dogs." He played the principal on "The Adventures of Pete & Pete." He filled in for Meryl Streep on 
Jay Sherman's 1000th episode of Coming Attractions. On the Simpsons he allowed The Plow King to 
clear his driveway. He is also the eccentric mayor of Quahog, Rhode Island. FTP, who is most famous for 
his role as the 60s caped-crusader, Batman? 

Ans: Adam West 

Julia Sweeney played Marie. Jeffrey Rambor played Steve. Maura Teirney played Kathy Kelly and Andy 
Dick played Mark Jacobs, the title characters' producers. Harland Williams played Todd. Bob Odenkirk 
played Gary. This show only lasted a couple of episodes before being canned by NBC. FTP, what short
lived cartoon featured David Spade as the voice of James Blake as well as the title character? 

Ans: Sammy 

Joe Torres as Danny, Kelly Brown as Brad, Josh Tygiel as Buddy, Christine Taylor as Melody, David 
Lascher as Ted, and David Brisbin as Mr. Ernst. These fine actors made up the staff of an Arizona 
vacation spot in FTP what Nickelodeon show named for the type of ranch it was set on. 

Hey Dude 

In a 1995 episode ofBaywatch called "Promised Land" she played a character known as the Topless Con
Artist. Within a year of that appearance she played Kelly's friend Ashley on multiple episodes of Married 
With Children. This was all around the time she was appearing in Playboy magazine as Playmate ofthe 
Month for July 1995. FTPnamethismodel and actress most recently seen interviewing contestants on 
Battlebots. 

Heidi Mark 
Movies 
Tossup: The central character is Max Cohen, a lonely mathematician who attempts to use the data from 
the New York Stock Exchange to find the number which will unlock the secrets of the universe. His 
research comes to the attention of several competing groups, each with its own agenda. One group is a 
bunch of unscrupulous financiers who seek to use his work for personal profit. Another is a group of ultra
religious Jews who practice the Kabbalah and want Max to use his knowledge to unlock the numerical 
secrets of the Torah. FTP, what is this black and white movie debut of director Darien Aronofsky? 

Answer: Pi 

After killing Buttercup, Kenny is sent to prison where he is protected by the Squirrel Master from Nasty 
Nate. Scientist first provides Thurgood with his product from the research company he works at as a 
janitor. Scarface and Brian join Thurgood in starting the company Mr. Nice Guy in order to make enough 



money to bail Kenny out of jail, but Sampson is out to stop them from intruding on his turf. FTP, what is 
this film featuring Harland Williams, jim Bruer, and Dave Chappelle classic to pot-heads? 

Ans: Half Baked 

In the latest list of AFI 1 00 Years... 100 Thrills, this film took the 8th spot. In promotions for Swordfish, 
it was described as a mix between this film and The Matrix. Based on Robin Moore's novel about real-life 
figures Eddie Egan and Sonny Grosso, this film won 5 Oscars after being nominated for 8. A sequel was 
directed by John Frakenheimer, but the original was the work of William Friedkin. FTP, what film saw 
the escape of Alain Chamier from the hands of Jimmy "Popeye" Doyle played by Gene Hackman? 

Ans: The French Connection 

Matt Cameron, the drummer for Soundgarden, made his musical debut as a teenager singing "Puberty 
Love" for this movie's soundtrack. The scriptwriter, Steve Peace, became a state legislator who chaired 
the committee that developed the plans for electricity deregulation in California. At the climax of the 
film, the man-eating villains of the title get squashed by spectators in Jac\<. Murphy Stadium. FTP, name 
this movie about violent vegetables with a grudge against Bloody Mary drinkers. 

Attack of the Killer Tomatoes 

He plays Worm in the movie Magnolia, but most of his scenes were edited out of the movie. In the movie 
Office Space, he plays an unemployed computer programmer who claims to be an ex-crack addict so that 
he can sell magazines. A former writer for the NBC sitcom A Different World, he played five roles in the 
remake of Bedazzled and appeared on Mad TV until 1997. FTP, name this Seven-Up pitchman who 
appeared in the Replacements and Say It Isn't So. 

Orlando Jones 
Music 
They're breakout song, "Let's Get Together" appeared on The Parent Trap soundtrack. They were first 
introduced to the world on ABCs Boy Meets World through their first single. Some of the songs included 
in their first album are "If You Dance," "Sugerdaddy," "Next Stop Heaven," and "We Are Family." FTP, 
Sarah Smith, Stacey Harper, Ali Navarro, and Amy Sue Hardy compose what girl group that has had 
some success with "I Can't Help Myself' and whose name is derived from a comment regarding the ones 
that Charlie had? 

Ans: Nobody's Angel 

Rearranging the letters of this song #tle gives you "You utterly old-woman hater!." The music video 
begins in a courtroom with black-fuced spectators. Two transitions occur, one to the Gargoyle Club in 
Soho, 1936 and the other the Dolphin Square Health Club, 1957. This is the biggest hit of the group off 
their first album, KiSSing to Be Clever. Its the only song for the group to make the 100 Greatest Pop songs 
according to MTVlRolling Stone magazine charting at 73. FTP, what song begins "give me time to realize 
my crime" as sung by Boy George and the Culture Club? 

Ans: Do You Really Want To Hurt Me? 

In this song, the title is sampled from Kurtis Blow's "Party Time." Other samples include Cameo's 
"Shake Your Pants," the Commodores' "Machine Gun," and "She thinks she's the passionate one" from 
Sweet's Ballroom Blitz. The lyrics not only mention sportswriter Tom Cushman and Vincent Van Gogh, 
but the rapper also brags "I date the ladies on TV with help from Chuck Woolery." FTP, name this 
Beastie Boys rap, the only Top 40 hit from the album, Paul's Boutique. 

Hey Ladies 

When this song was translated into Cantonese for Hong Kong singer Eliza Chan in 1992, it was given the 
title "Bloody Mary." The Spice Girls knockoff: All Saints, recorded it in 1997 with added lyrics, such as 
"Do you funcy heading in the sack? Yes, my kitty cat is all that." The most recent hit version features a 



rapper who brags "I'm a keep playing these cats out like Atari." FTP, name this song originally recorded 
by Labelle in 1974 that asks "Voulez-vous couchez avec moi, c'est soir?" 

Lady Marmalade 

The drummer developed the Old Ghosts line of clothing and accessories. The lead singer financed and 
starred in his own fihn, A Letter from Death Row. The lead guitarist is an animal rights activist who later 
founded the band, Samantha Seven. The bassist is Robert Kuykendall, but you know him better as Bobby 
Dall. FTP, name this 19808 glam metal band whose members include C.C. Deville and Bret Michaels. 

This group once hired a plane to fly over the Lilith Fair with a banner urging the attendees to listen to 
their music instead. Other antics by the band include holding a raffle to determine who could have sex 
with the band's drummer, lead singer Donita Sparks flinging her bloody tampon into the audience, and an 
appearance in the movie Serial Mom. FTP, name this all·female punk band whose biggest hit was 
"Pretend That We're Oead." 

L7 (accept L Seven) 

Other 
He is 6·2 and 180 pounds and attended Indiana University. Only a few years ago he wore pants with a 60 
inch waist and size extra extra extra extra extra extra large shirts. FTP name this man who ate nothing 
but Turkey and Vegetable sandwiches with Lays potato chips for an entire year and became spokesman for 
Subway restaurants. 

Doni 
TV 

Jared Fogle accept either n~e 

Bonus: Identity the Monty Python skit from quotes FTPE: 
20) "Drop your panties, Sir William, I cannot wait till lunchtime!" 
A) Hungarian Phrasebook sketch (accept Dirty Hungarian Phrasebook) 
20) "Is your uh, is your wife interested in .... photography, ay? 'Photographs, ay', he asked him knowingly?" 
A) Nudge, Nudge sketch 
20) "No, well we don't have 'Rarnaby Budge' by Charles Dikkens with two Ks, the well known Dutch 
author and perhaps to save time I should add that we don't have 'Kamaby Fudge' by Darles Chickens or 
'Farmer of Sludge' by Maries Pickens or even 'Stickwick Stapers' by Faries Wickens with four M's and a 
silent Q!!!" 
A) Bookshop sketch 

Time for some Friends trivia about former roommates Joey and Chandler, provide the tidbit from clues 
FTSNOP. 
10) Joey had a brief stint on the soap opera Days of Our Lives. What was his character's name? 

Ans: Dr. Drake Remore (Reh-Mor·Ayh) 
10) Chandler despises this holiday because he not only experienced the break-up of his parents and 
discovered his dad was involved with the servant boy, but also lost part of his pinky toe due to Monica's 
seduction attempt. 

Ans: Thanksgiving 
20) Before Joey moved in for the first time, this guy was Chandler's roommate. His name was only 
mentioned a few times, but Joey hates being compared to him. 

Ans:Kip 
20) What was the first piece offurniture that Joey and Chandler bought together? 

Ans: Foosball table 



For all that and a Bag of Chips» 
The guys receive a weekly copy of TV Guide which is stolen by Monica and Rachel. To whom is it 
addressed. Be specific. 

Ans: Ms. Chanandaler Bong 

Its time to flush out those Full House fans. FTSNOP answer the following questions. 
10) Who is D.J.'s best friend, the annoying neighbor? 

Ans: Kimberly "Kimmy" Gibbler 
20) Danny and Becky hosted what show? 

Ans: Wake Up San Francisco 
30) What is the name of Jesse's sister, who married Danny Tanner? 

Ans:Pam 
For all that and a Bag of Chips» 
What is Jesse real first name before he forced his parents to call him Jesse? 

Ans: Hermes 

Fill in the blank from these phrases Bart Simpson writes on the chalkboard at the beginning of the 
episodes for fifteen points each. 
15. Five days is not too long to wait for a ~~_ 

Gun 
15. ____ was not a sleazy piece of crap. (Two Words) 

Temptation Island 
15. Substitute teachers are not_~ 
~ 

15. I will not plant subliminal ____ _ 
Messagores 

Professional Wrestling has a lot of scantily clad women running around, identify these women of 
wrestling for 20 points each. 
20. This former WWF star posed for Playboy magazine and sued the WWF for sexual harassment. The 
settlement of that case required her to go by her real name. 

Rena Mero prompt on Sable 
20. This female is the former valet of Jeff Jarrett and Owen Hart, but now manages Stone Cold Steve 
Austin. 

Debra McMichael 
20. This female wrestler known as the Ninth Wonder of the World has also posed for Playboy magazine. 

Chyna 

Geek 
Bonus: Identify the game companies which produced the following games FTPE: 
20) the Ultima series, the Wing Commander series 
A) Origin SystjmS 
20) Dark Sun, Eye of the Beholder, Pacific General 
A) SSI (accept Strategic Systems Inc.) 
20) Wolfenstein 3D, Doom, Quake 
A) id Software 

Bonus: Author from books, 60·40-20 
60) The Rum Diary, The Curse ofLono 
40) Hell's Angels 
20) Fear and Loathing on the Campaign Trail '72 
A. Hunter S. Thompson 

Identify these characters from the classic arcade game Mortal Kombat for 15 points each. 



15. She is the only female character in the game, she is a member ofa top u.s. special forces unit on the 
trail of the Black Dragon Organization. 

Sonya Blade 
15. He has appeared in movies such as Sudden Violence, Dragon Fist, and Dragon Fist II. 

Johnny Cage 
15. He left the super secret White Lotus Society to compete in the tournament. 

LiuKang 
15. This deity took human form to compete, but he uses his abilities as a Thunder God in the fighting. 

Raiden 
Music 
Answer these questions concerning the Corrs for FTPe. 
20) Allor nothing, the original line-up was composed of which of the two siblings? 

Ans: Jim and Sharon 

20) Caroline and Andrea were brought into the group so that they could audition for what Alan Parker 
film? 

Ans: The Commitments 

20) After Mick Fleetwood made a guest appearance on drums on a BBC TV show, the COITS' decided to 
cover the song, Dreams. What album featured that cover which became the best selling album in 1998 in 
the UK? 

Ans: Talk On Comers 

Bonus: IdentifY the Weird Al song from lyrics F20P, or FlOP from the name of the song it parodies: 
20) "And I forget the next verse/ Oh well, I guess, it pays to rehearse" 
10) Smells Like Teen Spirit 
A) Smells Like Nirvana 
20) "I was last in my class/ barely passed at the institute/ now I'm trying to avoid! yeah I'm trying to avoid! 
a malpractice suit." 
10) Like a Virgin 
A) Like a Surgeon 
20) "But he's no bum, he works down the street! He bought the neighborhood deli! Back on his feet, now 
he's chopping up meat! Come inside maybe you'll hear him say" 
10) The Eye of the Tiger 
A) The Rye or the Kaiser 

Vince Clarke is one of the wandering masters of the synthesizer in the 80s. Given a member or members 
of a group the performed with, give that group FTPe. 
20) Alison Moyet 

Ans: Yazoo or Yaz 
20) Dave Gahan, Martin Gore 

Ans; Depeche Mode 
20) AndyBeU 

Ans: Erasure 

IdentifY the following fictional bands with similar names F 20 PE: 

(20) This was the back-up band of Doctor Teeth on the Muppet Show. 
The Electric Mayhem 

(20) This fictional band was credited for the "groovy" soundtracks on the 1960s British films, the Haunted 
House of HOITor and the soft-core porno What's Good for the Goose. The fictional group is also the 
namesake of the nightclub where filmmaker Marty DiBergi first saw Spinal Tap in 1966. 
The Electric Banana 



(20) This is the garage band that Kevin Arnold forms oli a 1990 episode of the Wonder Years. The band 
plays one performance at Amy Ermin's birthday party, then breaks up a week later. 
The Electric Shoes 

Complete the following hip hop acronyms and abbreviations F 20 PE: 

(20)UTFO 
Untouchable Force Organization 

(20) the Goodie Mob 
the Good Die Mostly Over Bullshit 

(20) KRS-ONE 
Knowledge Reigns Supreme Over Nearly Everyone 

IdentifY the following famous rock-n-roll groupies F 20 PE: 

(20) Although Stillwater is fictional, this groupie portrayed by Kate Hudson in Almost Famous is a real 
person, even though Cameron Crowe refuses to reveal her real identity. 
Penny Lane (also accept Lady Goodman, prompt on partial answers) 

(20) She is notorious for making sculptures from her own molds of rock star's penises. According to the 
1977 Kiss song named after her, "She's the collector/She wants me all the time to inject her." 
Cynthia Plaster Caster 

(20) In her tell-all book, I'm with the Band, she describes her sexual adventures with Jimi Hendrix, Keith 
Moon, Jimmy Page, Mick Jagger, and Ray Davies. 
Pamela des Barres (pronounced "dub bar," but be charitable on pronunciation) 

Now for all that and a bag of potato chips, identifY the groupie immortalized in the Grand Funk Railroad 
song, "We're An American Band," who re-entered the news in the 1990s after claiming that Bill Clinton 
propositioned her at a hotel swimming pool. She also ran unsuccessfully for city council in Little Rock, 
Arkansas. 
Connie Hamzy 

Answer the following questions about rock-n-roll sex tapes F20PE: 

(20) He was so jealous over the attention that Bret Michaels and Tommy Lee's stolen sex tapes with 
Pamela Anderson were getting that he voluntarily released a video of himself having sex with Janine, the 
porn star who appeared on the cover of Blink-l 82's Enema ofthe State. 

Vince Neil (also accept Vince Neil Wharton) 

(20) When this group was partying after playing a gig on its "BeautifY America" tour, it videotaped one of 
its roadies masturbating. BootIeg copies ofthe videotape have recently resurfaced on E-Bay. 

The Ga-Gos 

(20) In 1997, this British pop star of the 1970s brought his Toshiba computer to PC World in Bristol for 
repairs. After a computer repairman discovered over 4000 images from pedophile web sites on his 
computer, British police seized several hundred porn videos with underage boys and girls at his house. 

Gary Glitter (also accept Paul Gadd) 



Film 
80-60-40-20-10, name the person. 
40: He has guest starred in music videos 
30: Some of the music videos include Diamond Rio's "Its All In Your Head" and Bon Jovi's "Say It Isn't 
So" 
20: He wrote and starred in That Was Then. .. This Is Now. Some ofthe movies he has directed include 
Wisdom and Men At Work 
10: This Brat Packer was onced engaged to Demi Moore and is divorced from Paula Abdul. He recently 
starred in Rated X with brother Charlie. 
5: His credits include 3 Mighty Ducks fihns and 2 Young Guns fihns and Stakeout. 

Ans: Emilio Estevez 

Given a fihn about the Vietnam War provide the main character who also serves as the narrator at times 
FTPe. 
20) Platoon 

Ans: Private Chris Taylor (Accept either) 
20) Born On The Fourth Of July 

Ans: Sergaent Ron Kovic (Prompt on last name only) 
20) Full Metal Jacket 

Ans: Private/Sergaent Joker .or 1. T. Davis 

Breasts! Glorious breasts! IdentifY the following Russ Meyer movies from plot descriptions FSNOP: 

(10) This movie, scripted by film critic Roger Ebert, depicts the rise and fall of the busty, all-female rock 
band, the Carrie Nations. When Mike Myers as Austin Powers yells "It's my own happening and it freaks 
me out!," he is stealing a line from this fihn' 
Beyond the Valley of the Dolls 

(20) Also known as the Leather Girls or the Mankillers, this movie depicts three strippers who go on a 
crime spree in the desert, eventually settling at the cabin of an old man in a wheelchair with a secret stash 
of cash. A 1980s hair metal band took their name from this fihn. 
Faster Pussycat! Kill! Kill! 

(30) This movie features Erica Gavin as the wife of a pilot who passes time in her Canadian cabin having 
sex with practically everybody, including her brother. 
Vixen! 

Now for all that and a bag of potato chips, name the directorial debut of Russ Meyer, which features a 
dental appliance salesman who has X-ray vision that allows him to see through women's clothing. 
The Immoral Mr. Teas (accept Mr. Teas and HiS Playthings or Steam Heat) 

IdentifY the following fihns starring director Quentin Tarantino FSNOP: 

(10) Tarantino co-starred with George Clooney in this 1996 horror fihn directed by Robert Rodriguez. 
From Dusk Till Dawn 

(20) In this 1994 movie with Meg Tilly and Eric Stoltz, he plays Sid, a character obsessed with the 
homoerotic implications of the movie Top Gun. 
Sleep With Me 

(20) Tarantino plays the title character in this ] 995 bomb about an ex-con trying to find money from a 
heist while bizarre electric disturbances mess with people's perceptions of reality. 
Destiny Turns on the Radio 



(10) Tarantino plays a deacon in this recent Adam Sandler vehicle about the son of Beelzebub. 
Little Nicky 

For all that and a bag of potato chips, name the film in which Quentin Tarantino appears uncredited as 
Richard Gecko, the same character he played in From Dusk Till Dawn. 
Curdled 

Sports 
Given the name of a basketball player give the name he went by previously FTSNOP: 
10. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 

Lew Alcindor 
15. Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf 

Chris Jackson 
15. Bison Dele (Day-LAY) 

Brian Williams 
20. Tarik Abdul-Wahad 

Olivier Saint-Jean 
For all that and a Bag of Chips: Football Player Karim Abdul-Jabbar 

Sharman Shah 

Identify these football players who suffered spinal injuries in the course of play FTSNOP. 
10. This Detroit Lion Guard was paralyzed in November of 1991, his thumbs up gesture while being 
carted off the field became legendary. 

Mike Utley 
10. This other Lion, and Texas A&M alumni, suffered a major spinal injury in a game against the Jets on 
December 21, 1997. 

Reggie Brown 
20. Featured in the TV movie "Rise and Walk" this Jet broke his neck in a collision with a teammate on 
the field. 

DennisBvrd 
20. This New England Patriot wide receiver was hit in the neck by Jack Tatum immediately after a catch, 
resulting in paralysis. 

Darrel Stingley 

Given a major league baseball team give its Triple A affiliate for 15 points each. 
15. Tampa Bay Devil Rays 

Durham Bulls 
15. Detroit Tigers 

Toldeo Mud Hens 
15. Los Angeles Dodgers 

Las Vegas 51s 
15. Florida Marlins 

Calgary Cannons 

Given a current NFL team, give the city in which the franchise originally played FTPE. 
10. Washington Redskins 

Boston 
10. St. Louis Rams 

Cleveland 
10. New York Giants 

New York 
Arizona Cardinals 

Chicago 
10. San Diego Chargers 
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